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Issues on

nonlocal chiral quark models



Motivation

The understanding of the behaviour of strongly interacting matter at finite

temperature and/or density is a subject of fundamental interest

Cosmology (early Universe)

Astrophysics (neutron stars)

RHIC physics

Several important applications : 

QCD

Phase Diagram



Essential problem: dealing with strong interactions in nonperturbative regime.

Full theoretical analysis from first principles not developed yet

 Lattice QCD techniques

– Difficult to implement for nonzero chemical potentials

 Effective quark models

– Systematic inclusion of quark couplings satisfying QCD symmetry properties

Nambu-Jona-Lasinio (NJL) model: most popular theory of this type. Local scalar and

pseudoscalar four-fermion couplings + regularization prescription (ultraviolet cutoff)

NJL (Euclidean) action   – SU(2) flavor symmety

Two main approaches:

Nambu, Jona-Lasinio, PR (61)



A step towards a more realistic modeling of QCD:

Extension to NJL-like theories that include nonlocal quark interactions.

Several advantages over the “standard” NJL model

Bowler, Birse, NPA (95); Ripka (97)

Various topics addressed in the last years by our group:

Different approaches for nonlocality (interactions, form factor shapes)

SU(2) models: phase transitions in the T – m plane, critical exponents

Description of confinement (Polyakov loop)

Two-flavor color superconductivity (2SC)

SU(3) models: meson phenomenology, chiral phase transitions

Phase diagram under electric and color charge neutrality conditions



Nonlocal chiral quark model

Euclidean action:

Theoretical formalism

(two active flavors, isospin symmetry)

mc :  u, d current quark mass; GS : free model parameter

Nonlocal quark-antiquark current (based on OGE interactions)

g(x) :  nonlocal, well behaved covariant form factor



 Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation: standard bosonization of the fermion theory.

Introduction of bosonic fields s and pi

 Mean field approximation (MFA) : expansion

of boson fields in powers of meson fluctuations

Further steps:

 Minimization of  SE at the mean field level

Beyond mean field :  low energy meson phenomenology

where

,

Pion mass from 

Pion decay constant from

– nontrivial gauge transformation due to nonlocality  –

with (momentum-dependent effective quark mass)



Numerics

Model inputs : 

GS L
2 = 18.78   mc = 5.1 MeV   L = 827 MeV

Fit of mc , GS and L so as to get the empirical values of mp and fp

MeV2503/1 - qq

 Form factor  &  scale   

 Parameters :   GS ,  mc

E.g. Gaussian

Possibility of quark-quark condensates: Inclusion of diquark interactions

where

New effective coupling

Bosonization :  quark-quark bosonic excitations            additional bosonic fields D a

– in principle, possible nonzero mean field values  D 2 , D 5 , D 7 –

Breakdown of color symmetry  – Arbitrary election of the orientation of  D in SU(3)C space

(residual SU(2)C symmetry)



Grand canonical thermodynamical potential (in the MFA) given by

S -1 : Inverse of the propagator, 48 x 48 matrix in Dirac, flavor, color and Nambu-Gorkov spaces

Phase transitions in the T – m plane

Extension to finite  T and m :  partition function

obtained through the standard replacement

,   with

Low energy physics not affected by the new parameter H parameter fit unchanged

“Reasonable” values for the ratio H / GS in the range between 0.5 and 1.0

(Fierz : H / GS = 0.75)

Assumption :  GS ,  H,  independent of  T and  m



Phase diagram
( H / GS =  0.75 )

1st order transition

2nd order transition

crossover

EP             End point

3P              Triple point

Large m, low T :  nonzero mean field value  D – two-flavor superconducting phase (2SC)

paired quarks

u u u

d d d

unpaired

T = 100 MeV :  CSB – NQM crossover

Behavior of MF values of  qq  and  qq  collective excitations (T  0, 70 MeV, 100 MeV)

T = 0 : 1st order CSB – 2SC phase transition

T = 70 MeV :  2nd order NQM – 2SC phase transition



Three flavors and confinement :  SU(3)f nonlocal PNJL

Nonlocal quark-antiquark coupling + six-fermion „t Hooft interaction + Polyakov loop

where

currents given by

a = 0, 1, ... 8

 Momentum-dependent effective quark masses  Sf (p
2) ,  f = u , d , s

 u,  d and  s quark-antiquark condensates

 Bosonic pseudoscalar fields  p , K , h0 , h8

 Bosonic scalar fields  a0, k, s, f0

 Auxiliary fields Sf, Pf

Phenomenology (MFA + large NC) :



Finite T (m  0) + MFA :  Grand canonical thermodynamical potential given by

where

MF values obtained from gap equations (isospin limit)

together with SPA conditions



Beyond mean field: quadratic fluctuations (pseudoscalars)

where                     , while                     are bosonic Matsubara frequencies

Functions G given by loop integrals, e.g.

where

with

Meson masses and decay constants given by



Model parameters

G ,  H’ ,  L ,  mu , ms

(  + choice of the form factor )

Numerical results :  meson masses and

decay constants at zero temperature

Adequate overall description of meson phenomenology at T  0

h8 – h0 mixing:



Meson masses and mixing angles

 Mass degeneracy of scalar – pseudoscalar partners

 Ideal mixing at large T

 Regions where GM(-p2,0) show no real zeros

Finite T :  SU(2) chiral restoration as in two-flavor model

“Ideal” mixing



We have studied quark models that include effective covariant nonlocal quark-antiquark

and quark-quark interactions, within the mean field approximation. These models can be

viewed as an improvement of the NJL model towards a more realistic description of QCD

Summary

 Phase diagram for the two-flavor model includes CSB, NQM and 2SC phases. First

order CSB – 2SC transition at T  0, m ~ 300 MeV.

 Coupling with the Polyakov loop increases Tc (m  0) up to 200 MeV. Chiral restoration

and deconfinement occur in the same temperature range.

 Extension to SU(3): reasonably good description of low energy meson phenomenology.

Behaviour of meson masses with the temperature: scalar and pseudoscalar chiral

partners become degenerate right after the chiral restoration. Decoupling of ss states at

large T (ideal mixing).

Extension of the phase diagram for the SU(3) model + Polyakov loop to nonzero m

CFL phases – Many possibilites of quark pairing !

To be done :


